There's more than just eye appeal in GLEN O'BRIEN Movable Partitions. These attractive partitions primarily provide efficient use of available floor space. Their variety of designs can readily organize any interior area to most practical advantage. GLEN O'BRIEN MOVABLE PARTITIONS Work and floor traffic flows more smoothly, distracting interruptions are eliminated. And with today's partitioning techniques and materials, beautiful designs of finest quality are within the practical reach of any organization.

CUSTOM-TAILORED, FROM MODULAR UNITS: The examples pictured here show how standardized designs in a wide range of materials can be economically customized to fit specific work requirements. GLEN O'BRIEN Movable Partitions offer the low-cost advantage of mass production, but their versatility of design, material and color combinations result in beautiful partitioning exactly to your needs. Phone or write anytime you'd like more information.

GLEN "QUICK-CHANGE" BRIEN
PARTITIONS
4905 LISTER
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64130
TELEPHONE (816) WABASH 3-9705

MOVABLE PARTITIONS ARE OUR ONLY BUSINESS
YOUR ASSURANCE OF SPECIALIZED SERVICE
I met Mr. Rudolph for the first time in the spring of 1960, when he attended the World design Conference in Tokyo. At that time Japanese architects lacked the insight into how they might best redevelop their chaotic cities, and were proceeding with visionary projects in a direction which they called "Metabolism". By this they meant that the city should be considered as being in a moving situation, always refreshing itself from old to new in much the same way as the metabolism of living things. This was the theme of the Design Conference Mr. Rudolph attended, and was the basis of several projects included as part of the Conference. Mr. Rudolph felt that these projects "had no meaning" and I agreed with him, because it was obviously not the time to engage in such picturesque projects in Japan. This forward, direct criticism of Metabolism made a deep impression on me even though I had not been impressed with his work that I had seen in architectural magazines. I felt that his projects did not seem to have the humanistic space of the work of Frank Lloyd Wright. However, after hearing and seeing his illustrated lecture at Tokyo University after the Conference, I found the deep humanism in his philosophy immediately changed my opinion of them. That night after the lecture I went to the Wright designed Imperial Hotel to meet him for dinner. In the lobby of the hotel he commented, "Wonderful space!" and then pointed out the fluency of the space, construction, proportion, the entrance lobby, and the natural lighting treatment. Afterwards in the restaurant, it seemed to me that his handling of chopsticks was much less successful than his handling of a t-square and pencil. During the dinner he was asked what he thought of Eero Saarinen. "Well," he said, "He is a salesman." Four years after that I heard a student at Colgate University, South Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Weybosset Hill Housing in Rhode Island, and many others. I believe that each of those buildings could be a representative of its age. There were only fifteen on his staff despite the great volume of work. He was so busy that he came to the office only a few days each week, with the rest of the time being spent in Boston or Syracuse. He handled design in the airplane, in the train, or at the conference table. These sketch papers were given to the staff to be interpolated and checked by him.

I suppose that the Boston Government Center has his interest now. To him this building is the answer to the question, "What roles do buildings play in the cityscape?" The site of the Boston Government Center is in the center of the redevelopment plan near the City Hall now under construction.

This plan is based on the concept that public buildings should be the core of the city, giving human space and form to a building which should have a monumental character. If it is built, it will be an impressive demonstration of Rudolph's determination to see architecture extend itself beyond the mere provision of functional accommodation toward a true urbanity. The Boston Government Center is a manifesto that, once again, as in times of great urban expansion in the past, civic design is the architect's responsibility. The planners are not to be relied on for their hearts are elsewhere... nor are the majority of architects, especially those still under the spell of International Style polemics. "They have abdicated from the traditional role architects have played in the past in large scale, three-dimensional design". Yet, there is no time for despair or nostalgia. "It has been said that the golden age of modern architecture is over and now we merely elaborate and embellish. How could it be so when there are so many untouched, even undefined forces of society crying for order?"

He is a leading architect in the United States as well as an outspoken critic. He is also a strict architectural educator, and thinker who has published many articles including an outstanding article in a 1956 issue of Architectural Record. Following the death of Frank Lloyd Wright, Paul Rudolph has taken on even greater significance in the field of architecture in the United States.
Art & Architecture Building, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut / 1963
Albert Bostwick residence, Florida / 1962

Creative Art Center, Hamilton, New York / 1964
1500 car parking garage, New Haven, Connecticut / 1962

Creative Art Center, Hamilton, New York / 1964
Endo Laboratories, prescription pharmaceutical manufacturer, Garden City, New York / 1964
Boston Government Service Center, Boston, Massachusetts / 1964
The profession of Architecture is respected throughout the country. Fortune Magazine writes of the influence and dedication of the Architect. Our talents are evident in most new buildings for better or for worse. Our cities are the result of our efforts to be both creative artist and successful businessman. It is a demanding responsibility.

We have great strength when we join together in a community. City Governments want good planning and good design. The Executive Committee of the Chapter has one primary goal for 1966. The public must know us better. We must remove the impression of aloofness and tell people what we can do. We must define beauty and good design. We must stimulate awareness of the need for better buildings and more inspired community developments. Our task is communication.

The Awards Committee is actively developing a new format intended to educate the public in good Architecture. We are planning an educational guidance session for High School Seniors, and completing plans for an Architectural Library at UMKC. SKYLINES will continue to develop as a spokesman for the profession in Kansas City. There is need for our help in projects related to KC80. The City would welcome a study of the environs of MCI or other areas of imminent development.

We must also keep informed on matters of professional concern. The three sessions on Concrete are a beginning. A Seminar on Professional Liability is being planned for April.

On January 31, sixty-six Chapter Presidents gathered in St. Louis for a two day conference. The meeting was called "Operation Grassroots". The purpose was an orientation of Institute activities and policy. It was a stimulating meeting and a full report would seem in order.

The first session was led by Walter Scholer AIA, Chairman of the Commission on Education and Research. He spoke of the Institute sponsored study at Princeton under the direction of Dean Robert Geddes. This two year program will investigate means to broaden the scope of Architectural School curriculums. The gap between school and office will be explored and new schools will be given financial assistance as well as educational directions. The budget for this work is an impressive $100,000.

A professor of Architecture from Notre Dame stated that only a small percentage of Architectural graduates are fully qualified to be Architects. This started an open discussion characteristic of each session.

The second period was directed by Dean Hilfinger, AIA, Chairman of the Commission of Professional Practice. Various contract documents were reviewed including revisions to the General Conditions, Form A201. This form will be reissued in the next few months. The main change is a requirement for the General Contractor to furnish a release of liens before final payment.

Other sessions were conducted by Robert L. Dunham FAIA on Architectural Design and by Llewellyn W. Pitts, FAIA, Chairman of the Commission on Public Affairs.

The second day started with a report by Robert H. Levison, Chairman of the Commission on Professional Society. Membership was the subject of many questions. Total Institute membership is now 17,800 with a net gain of 1267 in 1965. The Central States Region led the Midwest in Membership Growth in 1965 while California led the nation. Our Chapter problems with interpretation of the Standards of Professional Practice were echoed by others. Some questions were not answered fully. Our relationship to related design groups was discussed and a straw vote was taken on the establishment of an affiliate membership classification for consulting engineers. Majority opinion was against such a classification.

Vice President elect Charles M. Nes Jr. FAIA conducted the last session and reported on plans to enlarge the Institute Office Building behind the Octagon. Second thoughts have convinced Institute officials that the first design program is inadequate. Delegates at the June Convention in Denver will be asked to authorize an additional expenditure of $675,000 to purchase an adjacent piece of ground containing 11,200 square feet. This is an incredible cost, but is apparently reasonable for the location in Washington.

A Regional Council Meeting was held after the Grassroots Conference and Angus McCallum presided for the last time as Director. Rex Becker of St. Louis will become the new Director in June.

The 1966 Regional Conference will be in Wichita on November 3-5. The theme will be "Architecture and the Spirit of Man".

The three Missouri Chapters discussed the need to coordinate efforts by each Chapter and MARA in writing a new recommended fee schedule. Interest by the Institute in establishing a State AIA Organization was also discussed. Missouri is the only State with independent Chapters that does not have a coordinating organization.

Operation Grassroots was an indoctrination period of great value to each person present. Our problems seemed less when we listened to those of others. We shared our goals, our apprehensions, and our approach to the year ahead. It was a good meeting and a good start for a new year.
Think of these doors as masses of color and texture ...

then put your artistry to work.

You can create a masterpiece of functional design with Ceco "Colorstyle" Décor Steel Doors. They are made for you to use as a pallet, to arrange in wall treatments of breathtaking beauty. They also open and close quietly, to let people in and out.

You can have these doors smooth or embossed. They come in seven colors, so appealing we can't think any others would be wanted. But for large projects, you can have others.

What do these doors cost? About the same as standard steel doors painted on the job (but much better because our finish is baked). Also about the same as first-quality wood doors (but our doors remain as true as steel).

The faces are seamless. The edges are finished. By that, we mean they are not raw, as some doors. Colorstyle doors have honeycomb cores which give them a low decibel sound.

Ask for catalog 2063-B. The Ceco Corporation, general offices: 5601 West 26th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60650. Sales offices and plants in principal cities from coast to coast.
NEW A.I.A. MEMBERS AND MEMBERSHIP CHANGES

CHANGE TO CORPORATE

Charles Wynn Brady (corporate)

George William Franklin (corporate)

Dean W. Graves (corporate)

George Whiting Lund (corporate)

Douglas C. Smith (corporate)

Willard Gregg Smith (corporate)
NEW CORPORATE MEMBERS

Pon Ying Chinn
(corporate)

William Love
(corporate)

Fredrick Saunders Troug
(associate)

Larry Eugene Large
(associate)

Gary Duane Ultican
(associate)

NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

James L. Dent
(associate)

Kenneth G. Wilson
(associate)
diversified materials service
— offers you a single source of supply for a wide range of products and services. Carter-Waters manufactures or jobs well over a hundred major construction materials, some of which are listed below. A telephone call, a letter, or this coupon will bring you the information you want, whether specifying, bidding or building. Just mark, tear out and mail:

Send Complete Information On:

- AD-AIRE
- ASPHALT SEAL COAT
- BAR SUPPORTS
- BLOK-JOINT
- BLOK-MESH
- BRICK
- COFAR
- CORRUFORM
- CULVERT PIPE
- DEK-SEAL
- EPOXIES
- EXPANSION JOINT
- FENESTRA DOORS & FRAMES
- GLAZED TILE
- GUARD RAIL
- HAYDITE AGGREGATE
- HUNT PROCESS
- JAHN FORMS
- JOINT SEALER
- REINFORCING BARS
- SATUROCK
- STEEL ROOF DECK
- SONAIRDUCT
- SONOTUBES
- SONOVOIDS
- STRIP-EEZ
- TUFCOR
- WELDED WIRE MESH

NAME

FIRM

ADDRESS

CITY & STATE

☐ Architect ☐ Engineer ☐ Contractor

MAIL TO: The Carter-Waters Corp.,
2440 Pennway • Kansas City, Mo. 64108
Telephone GRand 1-2570

SMA-12A
Robco, Elgin-Butler and Metropolitan glazed tile surpasses ASTM and FTI dimensional tolerances.

Representing three manufacturers allows us to offer you a wide selection of colors and the newest of trim shades. Careful attention to delivery schedules that help prevent costly jobsite delays as well as eliminate unnecessary jobsite storage and possible damage, is another part of Carter-Waters' complete tile service. Samples, literature, technical data, specification information, lump sum quotations, shop drawings and jobsite assistance . . . all await your call. Or tear out and mail the coupon.
Where's the best place to get our specifications and drawings printed in quantity?

LANE blueprint, that's where! And they do plastic binding, too!

You get 100 copies of any 8½" x 11" page lithographed for as low as $1.50... and get them fast. You can have your presentations smartly plastic combed inexpensively, too!

See for yourself... call Lane at BA 1-2225, 900 Baltimore Ave., Kansas City, Mo., for the most complete reproduction facilities.

The Center for the Fine Arts at Knox College, Galesburg, Illinois, completed in 1965 at a cost of more than $2,750,000.00. Most notable of its many features is the Otto Harbach Theatre, which, by means of a huge turntable, can be transformed in minutes from a conventional proscenium theatre into an intimate open theatre. The Center includes the Sebastian S. Kresge Recital Hall, large rehearsal hall, a studio theatre, art galleries, classrooms, art studios and music practice rooms.

ROSEMOLD® FACE BRICK
by Midland Brick Sales Co.
Chillicothe, Missouri
Originators of LOS RANCHOS;
ROSEMOLD® and RAWHIDE® FACE BRICK
3M leads the field...

this time, with a pace-setting curtain wall of enduring Carthage Exterior Marble

Ellerbe and Co. suggested Carthage Exterior Marble. They were designing the multi-story Administration Building for The 3M Company's projected Research Center near St. Paul, Minnesota. Quick to recognize and utilize a quality material, The 3M Company concurred with the wise choice of the architects.

The result is this fine-looking building dominating the open countryside near St. Paul. It's not just another curtain-wall job: first, the design of the curtain wall was imaginatively conceived, as the close-up black-and-white photo shows; and second, the building is protected by a hard, Group A marble that will withstand the effects of time and weather for generations to come.

Congratulations to Ellerbe and Co., to Twin City Tile and Marble Company of Minneapolis, who fabricated and installed the marble, and to The 3M Company itself.

Use Carthage Exterior Marble for your next important building. You'll be proud of the results.
Schooline

semiconcealed wardrobe by VOGEL-PETERSON

"The newest and most exciting answer yet for the classroom wrap problem"... That's the almost universal reaction of architects and school administrators. Colorful: Faced with panels of attractive vinyl covered tack-board in Aqua, Coral, Gray, OIf-white, Mocha or chalkboard. Space Savers: Sixteen students per wardrobe without crowding—or 2 for the average classroom. Sanitary: Healthfully dry and open to air and light. Safe and Quiet: Provide confusion free access with no doors to slam, jam or pinch fingers. Economical: Require no recessed areas or special vent ducts—delivered as complete teaching service area package, quickly installed and easily maintained.

Arnold-Newbanks, Inc.

Telephone: Adams 6-4100

Building Products and School Equipment

27 Southwest Boulevard, Kansas City, Kansas 66103
CITY BLOCK pre-shrunk masonry units were specified in Christ the King Parish Gymnasium, Kansas City, Missouri. Architect: Marra & Law; General Contractor: J. E. Dunn Construction Company.

CITY BLOCK'S PRE-SHRUNK MASONRY UNITS ELIMINATE "AFTER BUILDING" SHRINKAGE!

High pressure steam cured for eight hours, CITY BLOCK'S pre-shrunk masonry units have a maximum moisture content of 30% with maximum linear shrinkage .030. These are specifications you can count on ...and the blocks can be delivered in one day's time! CITY BLOCK'S remarkable new 80 foot long dual high pressure steam curing vessels cure blocks at a temperature of 360° F under pressure of 150 lbs. P. S. I. for consistent product uniformity and building reliability.

For more information contact CITY BLOCK AND PRODUCTS COMPANY 1212 West 24 Highway / Independence / Missouri 64050 Telephone (816) Clifton 2-8760
AIA ALWAYS INSTANTLY AVAILABLE
Whenever you need anything in paints or colors, call Hal Surface, Jr. or Chuck Stuart. They're always ready to help.
SHelter TONES by Martin Senour represent the ultimate in color efficiency and product performance in a range of pastels never before available in exterior finishes. See the new collection of 250 "most durable colors under the sun" in Martin Senour Gloss House Paint, Acrylic Latex and Exterior Flat Oil.

SHELTER TONES by Martin Senour represent the ultimate in color efficiency and product performance in a range of pastels never before available in exterior finishes. See the new collection of 250 "most durable colors under the sun" in Martin Senour Gloss House Paint, Acrylic Latex and Exterior Flat Oil.

ONE CRAFT...ONE MATERIAL SPEED OWNER OCCUPANCY.

Money's Not the Only Reason to Build ACME BRICK Double Walls

Double Wall Systems using Acme King Size Brick require 33% fewer brick. Walls go up faster, using readily available material and labor.

Acme Double Wall Systems are durable, practically maintenance free, have extraordinary insulating ability, and provide space for ducts, piping, and electrical conduit at no extra cost.

You, too, will value the combination of low initial and ultimate cost, and the ease with which engineering, functional efficiency and lasting beauty can be developed together in Acme Brick Double Wall Systems.

For the full story on Acme Brick Double Wall Systems contact your Acme Brick representative.
COMPREHENSIVE STORAGE SYSTEM

AN IDEAL SOLUTION FOR YOUR OFFICE — CSS puts your wall to work. Enjoy a full work table or drop-front desk / book storage / sliding and flipper doors / tack boards / display cases / drawers and files. All to help you be more efficient at the office no matter how small the space. Poles out front or mounted directly to the wall. Your choice of finishes for poles and shelves. Our showroom as a complete CSS display right now.

CSS by Herman Miller is only one of Modern Center's total systems approach to dormitories, libraries, nursing homes, office buildings, hospitals, banks and design — planning analysis. A source of product excellence by Knoll Associates, Thonet, Art Metal, Dux, Simmons, Burke, Monarch and others.

We can serve you best by early involvement in your projects, prior to the working drawing stage. Complete coordination cannot be achieved after the building is under construction.

MODERN CENTER, INC.
4149 Pennsylvania / Kansas City, Missouri / Telephone Westport 1-9429
Benjamin Moore

The sky's the limit when you make your color selection from more than 1300 automatically tinted interior and exterior paint colors with the Moor-O-Matic Universal Color System. With Benjamin Moore you have color you can count on... available in all finishes for every application. Based on more than 80 years experience, Benjamin Moore paints and varnishes are formulated to the highest standards... to assure constant quality uniformity. On your next project, call Kasey and see for yourself how Benjamin Moore can work for the architect.

CALL Kasey Paint Co. EM 3-6113

Telephone Emerson 3-6113 / 7920 Troost / Kansas City / Missouri 64131

Whether you are designing or redecorating an intimate restaurant, grand ballroom, executive office, or motel room, Modern-cote can provide you with an unlimited range of colors, textures and patterns in wall coverings. With Modern-cote you can choose from over 50 flexible wood coverings, standard and custom vinyl coated fabrics in any weight and color, and 20 gauge clear vinyl sheets with color applied to the under-side. Choose from a wide range of colors and finishes... or have your own design created for a special dramatic effect. Call Kasey and see how Modern-cote can work for the architect.

CALL Kasey Paint Co. EM 3-6113

Telephone Emerson 3-6113 / 7920 Troost / Kansas City / Missouri 64131

Modern-cote

Whether you are designing or redecorating an intimate restaurant, grand ballroom, executive office, or motel room, Modern-cote can provide you with an unlimited range of colors, textures and patterns in wall coverings. With Modern-cote you can choose from over 50 flexible wood coverings, standard and custom vinyl coated fabrics in any weight and color, and 20 gauge clear vinyl sheets with color applied to the under-side. Choose from a wide range of colors and finishes... or have your own design created for a special dramatic effect. Call Kasey and see how Modern-cote can work for the architect.

CALL Kasey Paint Co. EM 3-6113

Telephone Emerson 3-6113 / 7920 Troost / Kansas City / Missouri 64131

FEATURES

Clear, Prismatic, Polystyrene Lens—may be inserted at either side. Also available with Clear, Acrylic, Prismatic Lens.

Parabolic Housing reinforced with die embossed ribs for rigidity.

Shallow Depth—4 1/4" deep.

High Efficiency—Curved contour of troffer eliminates lamp image and provides overall even illumination.

Cool Operating—Temperature Test certifies to exceptionally low thermal performance.

Snap-in—Snap-Out Ballast Compartment cover.

For recessed mounting in inverted T-bar ceiling systems.

Light weight and compact—Quick to install.

Electrostatically applied white baked enamel finish.

Mid-West Chandelier COMPANY

15th and Gentry, North Kansas City, Missouri

PHONE: GRand 1-4475
It all started with one family just a few years ago...

Now there are thousands
IN THE K. C. AREA WHO LIVE BETTER...WORK BETTER...STUDY BETTER...THE ALL-ELECTRIC WAY

Today there are more than 2,000 All-Electric homes, apartment units, schools and commercial buildings, either completed or under construction, in the Kansas City area. Only a few are shown here.

**ALL FEATURE FLAMELESS ELECTRIC HEATING**

The outstanding new feature found in modern construction today is Electric Heating. Builders of new homes, multiple-dwellings and commercial buildings are switching to Electric Heating — going All-Electric! There's good reason, too! Electric Heating is low in initial cost, in installation and maintenance cost. And with lower rates, Electric Heating is downright economical today!

Couple all this with the superb comfort, uniform warmth and perfect temperature control of Electric Heating and you can see why more people every year live better... work better... the All-Electric way?

If you are planning a new home or multi-million-dollar office structure—we can help you benefit by going All-Electric. Just call Grand 1-0060.

TODAY'S ALL-ELECTRIC BUILDINGS WILL BE UP-TO-DATE TOMORROW.
CONTROL TECHNIQUE

Lightweight AGGREGATE FOR STRUCTURAL CONCRETE

BATCHING and MIXING

Batching and mixing requirements of BUILDEX lightweight concrete are no different than normal weight concrete. Therefore, the batching and mixing of BUILDEX lightweight concrete should be in accordance with the “Standard Specification for Ready-Mixed Concrete” ASTM Designation C94.

Producers' Council notes

SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION SEMINAR MARCH 16. "New Ideas for School Construction" is the title of this vital Seminar initiated by 20 National Producers' Council members and complemented by the local chapters. Held in all major cities in the United States, the Kansas City meeting March 16 will feature Dr. Paul A. Miller, Superintendent of Omaha Schools as keynote speaker.

Charles F. Nelson, Sales Engineer for Azrock Floor Products will be moderator of a professional panel including Bernard Campbell, Ph.D., Superintendent of Lee's Summit Schools; Ralph Myers, P.A.I.A., Kivett & Myers, Architects and Engineers; John A. Shaver, A.I.A., Shaver & Company, Salina; William E. Burgess, P.E., Burgess-Lattimer & Miller, Kansas City; and Bob D. Campbell, P.E., Bob D. Campbell & Co., Structural Engineers, Kansas City.

Reservations should be made in advance but a limited number of last minute registrations can be accepted the day of the meeting. The Seminar will be held in the Grand Ballroom of the President Hotel. Registration is at 12:00 noon, followed by lunch and visits to the school exhibits. The Seminar begins at 1:30 P.M. The purpose of the Seminar is to provide participants - educators, architects, engineers and building products manufacturers - a medium and interested audience for a discussion of mutual school problems, objectives, needs, ideas, capabilities and limitations. Through the exchange of ideas, it is hoped that some solutions to the problems of school constructions in the modern era will evolve.

Mike Hachinski (left), outgoing Chairman of the Masonry Contractors Association, receiving a plaque from Leonard Menzie (right), incoming Chairman, for his outstanding leadership during the year of 1965.

MENZIE ELECTED MASONRY CONTRACTOR PRESIDENT, HACHINSKI RECEIVES RECOGNITION PLAQUE. Leonard Menzie, President of Tri-State Construction Corporation, was recently elected Masonry Contractors Association of Kansas City Chairman for 1966. He is a graduate of the Kansas University Law School and a leading Kansas City masonry contractor.

Mike Hachinski, Secretary-Treasurer of Keystone Masonry Co., 1965 Chairman, was recognized for the many new programs started during the past year under his leadership. An active member of the Bricklayers Joint Apprenticeship Committee, Mr. Hachinski was instrumental in formulating a new type of apprenticeship training for bricklayers in which they attend a bricklaying class which meets 8 hours a day, 5 days a week for 8 weeks before they are sent to job sites to serve their four year on-the-job training with a contractor. This is the first accelerated training program of its kind throughout the construction industry in the Kansas City Area.
A typical scene at Bauman: Robert G. Endres (right), A.I.D., and his assistant, James Thomason (center), discussing an interior design project with a client.

**BAUMAN IS GEARED TO WORK WITH ARCHITECTS AND THEIR CLIENTS**

Combine the midwest's most extensive selection of business interior components with highly knowledgeable, professional designers and you have the area's outstanding source of interior design for architects and their clients. In a word, Bauman! A thorough understanding of the architect's requirements together with an extensive knowledge of the interior/ exterior relationship is the basis of Bauman's approach to the design problem. Next time you want interior design assistance, call Jefferson 1-1600 and see how Bauman can work with you.
A manufacturing plant can be a building of grace and beauty. The offices (right) and plant area (left) of the Personal Products Corporation in Wilmington, Illinois, combined various hues of brick for an attractive setting amid landscaped grounds. Note clerestory windows extending full length of the plant to admit natural light without creating sun glare or excessive heat from the sun. The building was designed by architect Ralph Stoetzel and Associates.

LET'S CONSIDER DURABILITY

Is it really worth $140,000 to use a metal rather than a masonry wall when 40 per cent of the 72,000 sq. ft. of gross wall area is glass?

Is a glass wall worth $690,000 more than a masonry wall with 30 per cent windows?

If not, then you will want to call VI 2-4436 now for your free copy of "The Ultimate Cost of Building Walls."

It is the purpose of this book to serve the building professions in their search for truth in establishing sound principles of economy in the selection and use of building materials for exterior walls. The methods of economic analysis used herein are based on well-known financial principles and the best available technology. It is hoped that you will find, in the book, information which will be of help to you in meeting the challenges of planning man's physical environment in today's complex society.

BUILDING AND MASONRY ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM

Builders' Association of Kansas City
Room C, Rialto Building, 906 Grand Avenue
Kansas City, Missouri 64106
Telephone (816) Victor 2-4436